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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Many. if not most of the authors who have written on the subject of 
terroresonance h�ve a tendency to describe it as a "phenomenon.•• This 
might be a poor word to use, since it could indicate to some readers 
th�t .s. cit"ou1.t composed of relatively normal circuit elements is, for 
som� reason, acting mysteriouslyw How�ver, an analysis of the ferro­
resonant circuit shows that ferroresonance isn't nec essarily an unnatu­
ral occur�ence, but is somewhat complicated� difficult to understand, 
and di.fftcult to predict. 
As far as electric utilities ure concerned, fei•rot•esonance is 
undesirable on distribution or transmission systems because it JP..a.y 
res1Llt in either tr&nsient or sustained overvoltages under cert�in 
conditions. Lightning arrestor flashover, excessive transforme� hum, 
transformer damage, cable damage, a.nd phase reversals have been attrib­
uted to ferroresonance. The probability of ferroresonant conditions 
resulting in d@.rr�ge to equipment has only relatively recently risen tc 
an s.ppreciable 1.evol. Increased use of underground cable, with an 
inherent increase in system capacitance, significantly increases the 
chances for ferroresonant occurrenc es. 
Basically, the ferroresonant circuit resembles � simple ser-:tes 
R-L-C circu1.t as shown in Fig. 1-1. The difference lies in the fa.ct 
that the farroresonant circuit is nonlinear due to the- inductive compo­
nent. This component is a saturable core reactance, which has its :i.mpe­
dance value dic�ated by the sa.tu:rati.on c:haracteristic of the iron cor�. 
2 
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Fig. 1-1. A simple, series, R-L-C circuit. 
.J 
This nonlinear element accounts for the fact that three modes of irregu­
lar voltage may b� possible on the same cil·cuit • . One mode is an unsta­
ble, transient overvoltage.that qu ickly disappears. A second mode is a 
sustained voltage of nearly normal value. The third mode is a sustain�d 
overvoltage that can reach destructive values under certain conditions, 
and this high mode represents a ferroresone.nt overvoltage condition. 
If a ferroresonant circuit appears within a power system, the 
inductive component will in most oases be the winding of an unloaded 
transformer. The capacitance involved will usually be that of the 
transformer supply circuit (ov��head lines, underground cable, or both). 
A review of the literature indicates that the problem is actually 
a very old one. An early report of 60 years ago attributes overvoltages 
on a test circuit to ferroresonance.1 The subject was apparently !lot 
of great concern until after World War II as evidenced by the amount of 
attention it has received within the past 25 to JO yes.rs. Several tests 
have been conducted on ferroresonance, including network analyzer 
studies, actual field tests on existing equipment, and extgnsiv6 labo­
ratory tests. Numerous artj.cles and chapters have been written on the 
subject, and a limited number of mathematical methods for the calcula­
tion of fet'l. .. orcsonant overvoltages have been presented. Although the 
subject has been co�:ered in quantity, there are at least two good 
reasons for researching ferroresonance. 
The fi1·st reason is supported by the complexity o_f the subject. 
Ferroresonance is affected by several factors, many of uhich are not 
r·&adily apparent. ir-' most of t.he available literature. Most authors are 
incomplete in certain areas and vague in others. One goa.1 of this thesis 
will be to present a discussion of f erroresonance that is more clear and 
co1nplete. 
The second reason lies in the fact that the prediction of ferro-
resonance, using system parameters, does not appear to be entirely 
satisfactory. The second goal of this thesis will be to. present a fresh 
approach to this problem via a computer solution. The computer program 
-
will be an attempt to solve for ferroresonant overvoltages given infor-
mation about the primary cable and transformer involved. A solution 
will be presented for one situation only. This will consist of an 
unloaded, ungrounded wye-connected transfo1"nier bank supplied by a 
length of underground ca.ble with only one phase energized. If the solu-
tion is accepted .for this case, it could be applied to other situations • 
. . 
CHAPTER II 
FERRORESONANT CIRCUITS 
The ferroresonant circuit occurring within a power system, as 
stated earlier, basically resembles the simple series R-L-C circuit . 
since it contains a resistance, an inductance, and a capacitance in 
series with a voltage supply. More attention will be given to the 
similarities (and dissimilarities) of these circui ts later. 
When one or two conductors of a three-phase circui t supplyi ng an 
ungrounded, unloaded transformer bank are open, current path� exist 
from the closed conductors through the exciting impedance of the trans� 
former bank, and thence to ground through the shunt capacita nc e of the 
one or two open conductors. If the vcltage supply is ungrounded, the 
current path may be completed through the capacitance-to-groun.d on the 
supply side of the phase opening. (Refer to Fig. 2-1;) The series 
configu:-ntion may occur as a result of conductor breakage, blown fuses, 
· or single-phase switching. The resistan ce of the circui t will be 
conductor and transformer ohmic resistance. The capacitance can be 
that associ ated with overhead lines, underground cables, and capacitor 
banks. Certa:i.n instances of ferroresonance due to the inherent capaci­
tance of the transformer itself have been reported, although it appears 
that internal transformer capacitances can be neglected at vol tage levels 
below 19.9/34.5 Kv.11 As m3ntioned earlier, the inductance of the 
ci�cuit will be that of a tra.nsforrnei• 'Winding on a core, and will be 
nonlinear in nnture. 
Single-phase swi.tching is probably the most frequent cause of 
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Fig. 2-1. A possible ferroresonant circuit with an ungrounded voltage source and ungrounded 
transformer bank, 
°' 
ferroresona.nt concern because of the widespread use_ of this swi te hi ng 
procedure on distribution systems. Single-phase fused cutout switches 
are of ten used to connect an overhead line to a section of underground 
cable, which in turn is connected to the prim2.ry windings of a power 
trans.former. Fig. 2-2 shows a. diagram of an ungrounded, wye-connected 
transformer (only the primary wi ndings are shown ) supplied by a length 
of three-phase undergr ound cable which or iginates at single-phase 
switches. One switch is closed, as might be the case during energiza-
tion of the transformer . The components of the ferroresonant circuit 
are clearly seen. The inductive compo nent is nctual ly two primary 
? 
phase windings in series for a wye-connected prim.ary circuit. The cable 
c apacitance i s shown as a lumped parameter for e�oh phase, although this 
is not actually the case. Fig. 2-2 shows that two possible current 
paths are availa ble. Fig. 2-J shows the same circuit with one phase 
open, as might be the case during de -energiza tion. Here again, two 
current paths are available. 
' 
Ungrounded, wye-connected transformer primaries are not alone in 
their susceptability to ferroresonant overvoltages. Any connection th�t 
provides a transformer winding ( or windings ) as the inductive component 
in a ser ies R-I,-C circuit is vulnerable. Even single-pha se transformers 
connected line- to-ground may con tribute to a ferroresonant circuit, as 
shown in Fig. 2-4. Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6 illustrate possible ferroreso-
nant circuits conta.ining delta a.Yld Tee connected tra n�formers, respec-
tively. A ferroresonant circuit could also exist for two energized 
phasss with eithe r of these transformer connections. 
---- - ----
:c --
Fig. 2-2. A possible ferroresonant circuit ccmposed of an ungrounded­
wye connected transformer. primary with one phase energized • 
. . -
- -- -----
Fig. 2-J. A posst�le ferroresonant circuit composed of an ungrounded­
wyo connected transforma� primary with one phase 
de-ent!rgized. 
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Fig. 2-4. A possible ferroresonant circuit composed of a single-phase 
tra�sf ormer connected line-to-ground. 
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Fig. 2-5. A possible ferroresonant circuit composed of a delta 
connected trar�sformer primary w1 th one phase energized. 
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Fig . 2-6. A possible. ferroresonant. circuit composed of a Tee connected 
transformer primary with one phase energized. 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Although it is a fairly common condition, ferroresonance is an 
unusual problem because the possibility of its occurrence on a given 
circuit is not readily apparent. Furthermore, it is a complex problem 
due to the nonlinearity involved. It is also an important problem in 
terms of equipment drunage and system r�liability as far as power systems 
are concerned. For these reasons, dozens of investigators .have written 
on the subject over the last 65 years. This chapter will pressnt 
briefly the contents of some of the papers. An emphasis will be placed 
on the most recent literature available, however. 
One of the first accounts of f erroresonance was cited by R. B. 
Dwight and C. W. Baker in the year 1911.1 These men reported "double 
voltages.. occurring while a 2400-volt generator was be"ing tested for 
grounds. A voltage transformer was connected between one terminal of 
the generator and grdund during the test. A voltmeter was connected 
across the transformer secondary. Erratic voltages of either 1400 or 
)600 volts were reported during repeated switching operations. The 
ferroresonant circuit which existed consisted of a current path through 
the magnetizing reactance of the transformer to gr<>U>�d, returning to 
the source through the capacitance-to-ground of the generator windings. 
Dwight and Baker also repo::!"ted the prediction of the measured volt­
age as impossible, since the value s eemed to de�nd ori which part of 
the voltage wave the �witch was closed. The existence of three possible 
Voltage states w�s recognized w�th one state being unstable. H. B. Dwight 
writes of simils.r double voltage occurrences in a later article .. 2 
In 1941, Edith Clarke, H. A. Peterson, and P. H. Light published 
the re sults of an extensive. transient network analyzer (TNA) study.3 
The equivalent circuit of the system studied is shown in Fig• 3-1. The 
parameters C1i and C0' represent the positive- and zero-sequence capaci-
tances of the supply circuit on the system side of the single-pole 
switches. The parameters C1 and C0 are the positive- and zero�sequenc0 
capacitances 0£ the supply circuit on the load side of the switches.4 
Several different syst.t.tm conditions were studted, inoludine ·fault and 
no-fault conditions. The effects of different transformer connections 
were also taken into account. The results of tha tests are presented 
as curves of steady state, open-phase voltages plotted against the ratio 
of Xcl to Xm, where Xcl is the positive-sequence capacitive reactance 
of the supply circuit on the load side of the switches, and Xm is the 
magnetizing reaotan�e of the transformer bank at normal voltAge. Calcu-
lated values are shown along with the exparimental ones for compari3on. 
Clarke, Pet.arson and Light also present the methods used to calcu-
late the sustained overvoltages on the open conductors. General expres-
sions for the voltsga to ground of the open conductors are given for 
different transformer connections in terms of It, where Xt is defined 
as the effective exciting reactance of the transformer bank to the 
current flowin6 in tho open �ondu�tors. The reactance It varies with 
the.type of transfon�e? connection according to the v�ltages existing 
across the llindings, and is expressed in ternw of the per-unit effective 
transformer exciting reactances of the windings. Clarke and Peterson 
di . h f 5,6 scuss these calculations furthe� in ot or re erences • .  
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Clarke, Peterson, and Light. 
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The authors conclude as a revult of the stutiy t�at the ratio or Xcl 
to Xm is an important factor in avoiding ferrore �onant overvoltages. 
More specifically, this ratio sh�ulci be greater than three for or,e 
conductor open and greater than six for two conductors open in order to 
keep open conri.uctor voltages below 1. 73 times normal line-to-ground 
voltage on the load side of the opening. Furthermore, with a lmowledge 
of X01/Xm, the authors present a formula to calculate i in miles , an 
allowable length of line between ruses or single-pole switches and the 
load transformer bank. The formula is 
where 
Im KVA io3 
2 KV t= -------
Xcl 
X (2nfC1) m 
KVA � rated kilovolt-amperes or the transformer bank. 
(J-1) 
KV = normal line-to-line voltage of the cir�uit in kilovolts. 
Im = Q.Verage per-unit mis exciting current at rated voltage. 
l� 
2nfC1 = po itive-sequence capacitive susceptance of the circuit 
in micro-mhos per mile . 
Th e  authors conclude.that the Xc1/Xm criterion p?"e sented for the 
grounded system is also adequate to prevent overvoltages on an isolated 
neutral system. 
A transient network analyzer study financed by the Rural Electrifi­
cation Administration is discussed by G. G .  Auer and A. J. Schultz.7 
The ·test appear.c; similar to that conducted by Clark, Peterson , and Light 
in niany respectsv although it was specifically set up to study 
14.4/24.9 KV grounded-�7e systems. The test was conducted because of 
evidence of seriou.s overvol tage problems on certain RE..\ systems. 
Instances of dam£ged lightning arresters, automatic ·circuj.t reclosers 
and distribution transforme�s, along with three-phase motor reversals 
and high secondary voltages, were reported. 
All systems studied involved overhead distribution lines connected 
to a solidly grou�ded source. All three-phase load transformer bank 
windings were connected ungrounded-��e on the primary side. Several 
single-phase transformers connected line-to-ground were distributed 
along the line. The TNA equivalent circuit shown in Fig. J�2 represents 
the system studied, where all three-phase transformer banks.are paral-
leled and combined into one equivalent unit, and all single-phase trans-
formers are combined and sho�m a.s a wye-wye grounded neutral bank. 
Furthermore, because of equipment limitations, it was assumed that the 
sum of the ¥:VA ratings of all the single-phase transformers would be 
equal to the total l01A of the three-phase transformers. 
The first part of the study was taken with the single-phase trans-
formers disconnected. The results are presented as per-unit line-to-
neutral voltages plotted against miles of line. Curves are shown for 
three different values of total three-phase ungrounded transformer KVA. 
Curves are also stown for the two circuit conditions consisting cf one 
phase energized-two phases de-energized, and two phases energized-one 
de-energized. 1wo modes of voltage are shown for each set of �urves, 
representing the two stable conditions. 
The second part of the stud:t involved both the grounded and 
ungrounded transformers shown in Fig. 3-2. Results are again presented 
15 
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Fig. 3-2, Transient netwcx-k analyzer equivalent circuit used by Auer and Schultz. 
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as. curves. The highest sustained ovel'Voltages a�e shown plotted against 
the ratio of the line charging KVA and the total transformer KVA. Effect 
of various single-phase saturation curves was also studied . 
The TNA results of Auer and Schultz are substantiated by field 
8 
tests discussod by L. B. Crann and R. B. Flickinger. These tests, 
made in 1952, were on distribution circuits that had previously experi­
enced equipment damage . Approximately 125 sets of ·readings were 
obtained on four different distribution syst�ms. Crann and F11ckinger 
report that a high mode overvol tage us:ually occurred about o.nce in every 
three switeh openings. Whenever the ove rvoltage was not es·tablished, a 
low mode sine wave of about 15 per cent of normal peak voltage was 
measured. Higher voltages were consistently reported with two phases 
rather than one phase opened. 
Additional tests were made in 1953 for the purpose of evaluating 
suggested remedial measures to reduce overvolta.ge occurrence and magni-
tude. Use of the grounded-wye-wye transformer connection, use of a 
neutral resistor, and circuit loading were tested in the field to 
substantiate TNA results.· 
R .  H. Hopkinson has also written extensively on several TNA 
studies. 
9 'lO � of the studies reported dea.l with .specific tranzfor�rner 
connections , namely, the delta-wye and the �"'Ye-delt,a,. Hopkinso:n' s 
expressed purpose of the TNA tests was to determine the lengths of 
lateral ( cable or overhead line ) which could be safel� used between a 
transformer and a single-phase switching device. Both papers included 
results obtained from using three-phase, three-·legged, core-type banks, 
and banks of thre� s ingle-phase t.ransiormers. The t�sts were extended 
in each cas e  to determine the amount of resistive secondary load needed 
to prevent ferroresonant overvoltages. In the wye-delta connected 
system, th� test was also extended to dete�mine neutral resistor 
requirements to prevent overvol tages. The three-phase eq uiv.alent 
circuit used by Hopkinson closely resembles that of Fig. 3-1. 
Results of the tests are presented in cm..-Ye form. Times normal 
winding voltages and times normal open-phase voltages are plotted 
against a ratio of X to X , where Xco is the zero-sequ.ence capacitive co m 
reactance of the supply circuit , and I is the transformer magnetiztng m 
reactance at rated voltage. Curves are presented for conditions of 
both one and two open phases. Minimum resistive load reiquirements to 
stabilize ferroresonant overvolt�ges are plotted as percentage of full 
load against X /X , and also as R/X versus X /Xm' where R is the co m m co . 
secondary resistive load required to control ferroresonance. 
A highlight of these papers is Hopkinson's method of converting a 
known value of X /X to a length of lateral, although the method co m 
appears to be an extension of a formula presented by Clarke, Petersen, 
and Light.3 The 'formula expresses the feet of cable or overhead line 
in terms of transformer K:YA, KV, percent exciting current, zero-sequence 
capacitance per foot, e.nd Xe /X • The formula is o m 
1 = 10 Iexo% KVA (3-2) 
21ff C0 /ft KV2 X00/Xm 
where R. is the allc•wable lateral 1ength. 
A fonnula is also presented for the calculation of secondary load 
18 
required to control ferroresonant overvolta.ge. Methods for overvoltage 
calculation are also presented in the "Delta-Wye" paper. Expressions 
for the voltages to ground of the open c onductors are presented in 
terms of Xm• the transformer ma gnetizing reactanoe. The magnetiz ing 
reactance depends on an assumed value of V , the voltage acro ss the 
m 
transformer winding . The assumed values of V are saturation curve 
m 
values, and a c orresponding value of Xm can be found for each volt age 
assumed over the range of the curvee 
An earlier paper of Hopkinson deals with yet another TNA study.
11 
Thi s study was made on a ferroresonant circuit that involves no c able 
or overhead lines. The capacitance of this circuit is that of the 
transformer internal c apac itance network and bushings . This study we.s 
prompted by repo rts of overvoltages and transformer failure as a result 
of switching at the transformer location. The TNA test was done to 
corre late field study results on a specific 19.9/34.5 KV distribution 
tre.nsformer (ungrounded wye-delta ) owned by Pacific Power and Light . . 
Company. The study showed that for two energized phases, overvolta.ges 
as high as 4.1 timas normal could result. Several measures to prevent 
ferroresonance were evaluated, including the use of a grounded neutra l, 
the use of resistive load, the use of shunt capacitors from each phas e  
to ground, and the use o f  a neutral resi stor. 
A substantial part of this paper was devoted to a discus s io n  of an 
equivalent circuit to represent a transformer internai capacitance 
network. 
F. s. Young, R. L. Schmid, and P. I. Fergesta.d report the results 
12 
of a laboratory investigation of ferrorescnance. The tes ts were 
19 
performed on laboratory equipment which simulated actual operating 
conditions. Three 15 KV, 100 amper e load break cutouts were used to 
energize test transformers from a three-phase 13 KV grounded source. 
Diff erent values of capac itance were connected line-to-ground to 
simulate different lengths of cable. Three-phase transformer banks 
of 13 KV and either 150 or JOO KV A wer·e tested with delta� wy�-grounded 11 
wye-ungrounded, and Tee primary w-lnding connections used. 
The tests-consisted of a series of s ingle-phase energizing and 
de-energizing operations. Each switching sequence vas performed from 
25 to 50 times for cable lengths ranging from 100 to 5000 feet. 
Results of the tests are presented as oscillograms of transformer 
primary terminal volta.g�s. Waveshapes are shown before and after the 
instant of switching. Transient and sustained overvoltages are clearly 
seen. Probability data of transient voltage occurrenc:e is shown 
plotted as a function of line-to-ground cable capacitance. Attention 
is also given to the i:emedial measures of secondary loading and 
�ee-phase switching. 
Young, Sclliilid, and Fergestad also present a basic analysis of 
ferro�esonance. A description of the sustained overvoltage is included, 
along with a description of residual flux and moment of voltage 
application. 
A discrepancy exists between the findings of Young, Schmid, and 
F'ergestad, and those of Hopkinson, as pointed out by �. F • Lawrence and 
R, L. Sc�...id.9 Lawrence and Schmid state that according to the labora­
tory tests , 200 feet of cable could be connected to a 13 KV, 150 KVA 
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tran�former before ferroresonant overvoltages were observed. They show 
that application of Hopkinson's formula allows only 16.8 f6et of cable. 
Similarly, these men report ·that a 2� secondary load was adequate to 
eliminate the over-voltages while one of Hopkinson's formulas sho�s 
that a 2� secondary load was needed. Hopkinson answers the inquiries 
about the discrepancies by suggesting that something was Wrong with 
the laboratory tests. 
F. c. Van-Wormer presents a unique equivalent circuit along with 
an explanation of ferroresonance,13 Equations derived from an analysis 
of this circuit arc also presented. The value of transformer air core 
I reactance, Xt , is shown to be an important reference point in ferro-
resonant conditions. Van Wormer states that the air core reactnnce is 
known to be independent of the iron used in the core, end is related 
tO the area and length of the coil, and the number of turns, Further-
lrlOre, as a transformer core becomes saturated, its magnetizing 
reactance approaches �he air core reactance. 
Van Wormer's voltage versus capacitive reactance curves show that 
when X , the capacitive reactance of the circuit, is less than It', the c 
voltage has only one possible value near a positive 1 per-unit. When 
x is greater than x.' but less than 5 xt'. the voltage may have three c w 
possible values, one of which will be unstable. For Xe greater than 
5 Xt ' , the voltage has only one value which is negative. 
-A model transformer was tested with no load to v�rify the calcu-
lated values. The process was repeated for a new set of equations 
Which take into consideration a load on the transformer. 
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Van Wormer also rela.te s the im.portance of switc hing procedures in 
avoiding ferroresonant conditions .
14 , l5 It is suggested th3t switc hing 
be don e at the transformer location for three-phase banks of 15 KV and 
below. A discussion of ferroresonant possibilities due to internal 
transformer capacitanc e is presented along with remedial measures for 
larger KV transformers . 
R .  Rudenb_erg uses a graphic al approach to analyze the occurrence 
of ferroresonant voltages . 1
6 
The existence of three possible vol tage 
states is clearly shown . It is pointed out that one state repr esents 
a transient conditio n which quickly disappears . This graphical method 
is based on the assumption that the saturation curve which defines tha 
reactor shows the rms voltage acros s the reactor as a function of rms 
current through the reac tor , an assumption which is not strictly true . 
Rudenberg ' s  approac h will be presented in more detail later in this 
thesis . 
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CHAPTER TV 
FUNDAMENTALS OF FERRORESONANCE 
Comparison of True and Ferroresonance 
A resonant co ndition is known to exist on the s imple R-L-C c ircuit 
shown in Fig . 1-1 i f  the magnitude of the inductive &nd capacitive 
reactances are equal . The express ion for I ,  the current in thi s 
circuit , i s  
( 4-1 )  
where E is the applied voltage , R is the resistance , X1 i s  the inductive 
reactan�e , and Xe is the capacitive reactance. It can be seen that the 
current will be limited only by the resis tance of the circuit if a 
resonant conditio n exi s ts . For small values of resistanc e , the current 
is capable of r eaching very high value s ,  which results in high vol tages 
across the capacitance and the inductance. If L and C a.re constants , 
the circuit will resonate at o ne value of source frequency , f0 , where 
1 f 0 = -27r-�-J!: (4-2)  
If the sourc e frequency is adjusted until it equals f0 , the current 
magnitude will bsgin inc reasing as f 0 is a.pproached . According to an 
article written by Line Material Indus tries , increas ed cm�re nt ampli-
tudes r�s ul ti-1g from a chang� in �ys tem frequency cc'.ln:not exist instan­
tar1eously , 17 Rather . current ampl i tudt;js increas e over a. number of 
suo cssed.ve cycles . .\n explanation of thi s trans.lent condition is not 
pres ented by the above reference .  The ne.tm:-e cf the current over the 
transient interval is evidently linked to the time constant of the 
R-L-C circuit. Current amplitudes increase to a steady-state value 
defined by the reduced value of circuit impedance . 
In a ferroresonant circuit the constant inductance component is 
replaced by a nonlinear element consistj.ng of an ur..loaded tran�former 
core , as shown in Fig. 4-1. The inductive reactance, XL , of this 
element , and therefore the inductance , L , is known to be a function of 
current because of the nonlinearities due t-0 saturation of the core. A 
typical transformer saturation curve , shown in Fig . 4-2, shows exciting 
current, Im , plotted against excitation voltage , Vm• Any po int on the 
nonlinear portion of the curV-e represents a different value of XL , 
which is given by the slope of the curve at that po int. 
Es sentially , the transfozamer saturation curve consists of three 
sections .
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The first s ection is the beginning of the curve which is 
a near-vertical straight line . Inductive reactance has a large , nearly 
constant value along tpis segment. The second section of the curve is 
tho knee ,  in which the slope changes from near vertical to near horizon-
tal . The inductive reactance magnitude drastically decreases in this 
section . The third section includes the straight line portion from the 
knee to the tail of the curve .  Here again the slope is nearly canst.ant . 
Because of saturation ,  the inductive reacts.nee is much less in this 
area than in the first section of the curve , and the inductive reactance 
approaches a.n air �ore value . 
The properties of the saturation curve account for the fact that 
the ferroresonant circuit responds differently over each portion of a 
24 
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Fig. 4-1. A s eri e s  ferroresonant R-L-C circuit .  
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voltage cycle . The rms value o f  operating voltage of a distribution 
transforme1• us ur:..lly falls on th·e knee of its saturation curve , where XL 
is at an intermediate value . The crest value of transformer operating 
voltage therefore falls on the near-horizontal segment of the curve , 
where XL is somewhat lower. It can be seen that inductive reactance 
varies significantly throughout the voltage cycle . The probability , 
therefore , or XL matching up with a value of circuit capac itive reac-
tance t.o produc e a resonant condition at some instant is increas ed. 
The variable inductance feature of an iron-core reactance accounts 
for the fRc t that ferroresonant circuits result in lower level o s c illa­
tions than do true resonant c ircuits . 17 If a series R-L-C c ircuit 
containing a nonlinear inductor was brought to a resonant condition by 
adjustment of source frequency , current amplitude would increase with 
each cycle . However , increased current means decreas ed inductive reac-
tance , and decreased inductanc e .  Therefore the resonant frequancy , f0 , 
given by Eq .  ( 4-2) , ch�nges , and voltage and current amplitude s level 
off . 
Graphica� Analysi� 
It has been m'3ntioned earlier that three voltage " modes •' may exJ.st 
on a :f'erroresonant circuit , depending upon which part of the voltage 
cycle the switch ls clo sed . Tbat three modes , or values of voltage , 
may exist is perhaps most  clearly seen by an analys is of the graphical 
16 . 19 approach ,  as presented by Rudenberg , and also by Johr,scn . 
Shown in Fig.  4-3 as functions of current are three voltage compc­
nents present in a lcssless , s eries L-C circuit . The volt�g� equation 
27 
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Es + L we 
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F i g .  4-J . The graphical representation of the voltage 
compo nents of a lo s sles s series L-C c ircuit . 
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of such a circuit is 
( 4-J ) 
where Es is the sourc e voltage , Er, is the voltage across  the :i.nduc tanc e ,  
and Ee is the voltage acro s s  the capacitance . The induc tance voltage 
curve is seen to be the already familiar magnetic saturation charac ter­
istic , The voltage across the capacitance is known to be · l80° out of 
phase with � ·  and 
Ee = . - !c (4-4) 
where I is current and w is system angular frequency. Rearrangement of 
Eq. ( 4-J )  and ( 4-4) gives 
Er, = Es + If UC ( 4-5) 
Eq .  ( 4-5)  is shown graphically in Fig . 4-J . The sourc e  voltage Es is 
shown as a s traight horizontal line , indicating a cons tant value . The 
capacitance voltage is shown as a plot of r/ur:, , a straight line super­
impo s ed on Es , and having a slope equal to l/c£ . This line is identi­
fied as Es + I/tJ!; on �ig .  4-J , and will be referred to as a c apac itanc e  
voltag9 line for simplic ity .  I t  c an be . seen that the slope of  the 
capaci ta.ne e voltage line ·changes inversely as the capac itance value is 
changed .  For a gi.ven value of c apac itance , Eq .  ( 4-5) is satisfied only 
at the inters��tion 0� intersec tions of the capac i tance voltage line and 
the inductive voltage magnetization characteris tic . 
Fig , 4-J also indicates that one , two , or no intersec tions may 
exist d d .  th · t "' n v<!! lue The capacitance voltaae l ine , epen l.ng on e ca.pa.cl. ' ·· c..:ie <;;I. • e.. 
inte1•sec ts the magnetic c har2.c t1�r i s tic at two points in Fig . 4-J . 11he 
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magnitude of � is only slightly larger than the magnitude of Es at the 
lower point of intersection . Decreasing values of capacitance s hifts 
this intersection point to higher voltages . For a certain value of 
capacitance ,  the c apac itance voltage line will be tangent to the mag­
n�tic characteristic , representing one intersection potnt . A further 
decrease in capaaitance will not· re sult in an intersection po int on the 
curve shown in Fig . 4-J .  
Fig e 4-4 s hows the inductive magnetization characteristic extended 
into quadrant three . According to Rudenberg , this is done to account 
tor the negative voltage and current values which exist when Xe is 
greater than XL • as shown by the capacitance voltage line EcA in 
Fig . 4-4. The source voltage in this instance will essentially b� in 
phase with Ee ·  Furthermore , the current values indicated in quadrant 
three will lead the source vcltage , instead of lag as they do in quad­
rant one . The intersection shown as point A in Fig . 4-4 represen.ts the 
operating condition for this c as e .  The capacitor voltage line EcA has 
a lar.ge niagni tude with a polarity as shown . A large voltage Eu exists 
acrogs the inductor �s shown . 
As the capacitance value gets smaller , the intersection will move 
upward en the neg�tivo magnetic characteristic . For a very small value 
of capacitance , the induc tor voJ..tage will become very small as the 
capac it.clnce appro�chas an open c ircuit. 
The capaoit.a.nce voltage line EcB is sholm in Fig . 4-4 to intersect 
the magnetic characteristic curve at three points , identified as Bl , 
B2, .ll ""d B·� . Thi:: t that three operating points ex
ist for a �' .,,. ..., ind.:l ca as 
JO 
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Fig � L}-4· . A gr Ap .��ic e-J .. repre;;ent.�tion of ferro1·esonance
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particul\lr capacitance value . However , only intersec tio ns Bl and B2 
repres ent stable operating points . Point Bl represents a condition of 
relatively low voltage and lagging current . Point B2 represents a 
condition of high voltage and leading current. Point BJ is known to 
repres ent an u..�stable , transient situation which quickly reverts to 
inter section Bl . An explanation of the unstable nature of . point BJ is 
given by Rudenberg and will not be repeated here . Which condition 
occurs on a c ircuit is reported to b e  dependent on . the instant of 
switching . This is evidently not obvious from an analysis of the 
graphical approac h  • 
. c ertain assumptions have been incorporated into the presentation 
ot the graphical approach thus far . Voltage and current quantities 
have both been assumed as sinuso idal in the analysis , which is not the 
case when the c ircuit contains an iron core . Secondly , obvious inaccu­
racies will arise because no los s es were considered . Rudenberg extends 
his graphic al appro�c h .to include the effects of resistance , although 
an unders tanding of this extension is not neces sary to establis h  the 
existenca of the three vo ltage modes . 
Sustained Overvol�� 
Although thl'"ae voltsge modes are known to be possible on a parti-
cular ferroresonant circui t ,  th� graphical approach shows that only two 
of the mode s are � c tug lly serious over1oltages . The unstable mode in 
the first quadr�nt cons ists of an overvoltage , and although this volt­
age may reach damaging �agnitudes , it evidently does not cause great 
concern bec.&us e of its short duration. The stable voltage mode in 
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quadrant one is not cons idered dangero·us becaus e the magnitude of this 
voltage is only slightly above that of the applied voltage . The over­
voltages whic h  exist in quadrant three are sus tained quantities of 
high magnitude , and are given the greatest attention in literature due 
to their des tructive nature . 
The occurrence of trappe� charge on ferroresonant c ircuit c apaci­
tance is evidently the key to understanding the basis for the sus tained 
overvoltage s .  -The trapped charge characteristic of ferroresonanc e is 
due to the variable induc tance nature of a saturable core reactance .  
If circuit capacitanc e exceeds a critical value , high current flows 
when the voltage cycle falls on the tail of the saturation curve , where 
the inductive reactance is quite low. 18 During th). $ current , the 
capacitance will .accumulate a c harge .  The current flow in the rsverse 
direction is largely blocked by the relatively high inductive reactanc e 
of the unsaturated region of the magnetization curve . During the nega­
tive half-cycle of the, applied voltage wave , the trapped charge on the 
capacitance acts in accordanc e with the applied voltage to raise the 
voltage across the inductance .  Therefore the negative saturation 
region is reached . in less time over the negative half-cycle of the 
applied voltage wave than was the positive saturation region over the 
positive half-cycle of the applied voltage wave � Negative current is 
allowed to exis t until the uns aturated region of the curve is reached. 
The capacitance becomes oppo s itely charged to a highe� voltage than 
during the previous half-cycle . This charge is also trapped , and is 
not released until the positive saturation region is reached. Again , 
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the voltage on the capacitance caused by the trapped charge acts in 
the direction of the applied voltage wave to increase the induc tance 
voltage , thereby driving it to saturation in still les s  tj.me than 
before . In this manner , the overv�ltages increase in magnitud9 and 
frequency until a maximum amplitude level is reached. For low los s  
systems , the capacitance voltage wa.veshape will approximate a square 
wave which will eventl1ally fall into phase with the applied voltage . 12 
The square wnveshape is a result of the trapped charge existing on the 
capacitance during each half cycle. The voltage remains constant 
during the interval of no current , and is proportional to the amount 
of charge . The inductance voltaga also approximates a square wave to 
some ext�nt and is 180° out of phase with the applied voltage . 
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If the capacitance is below a second critical value, ferroresonance 
will not occur . 19 What little charge accumulates on the capacitance 
during the pos itive half-cycle is not trapped , but is bled off by the 
small reverse current �hich flows during the unsaturated region of the 
ntagnetization curve . If no charge remains , no voltage component will 
supplement the negative half-cycle of the applied voltage wave ; there­
fore the voltage acro ss the induc tance is not increased. The magnetic 
core is not pushed deeper into saturation , and the capacitance voltage 
does not increase . 
Operation without the occurrence of ferroresonance is possible for 
large . c&pacitance values. 19 Evidently an appreciable _charge m
ay be 
trapped on the capacitance, but because of the large capacitance value, 
tb.e voltage produced by the charge is small . This voltage , which 
3.5 
supplements the negative half-cy�le of applied voltage wave , i s  not 
large enough to drive t h e  core into saturation. However , this operati�g 
condition may result in ferroresonant overvoltages if a transient 
disturbs the system. Effects of eithor residual flux or ir.rush Qurrent 
may cause saturation to occur , and ferroreso nancc will begin . 
Part o� the above discus sion is refere�ced to Young , S chmid , and 
Fergestad.
12 
Thes e  authors present a description of sustained over-
voltage which is based on the following assumptions i 
1. There is no res idual flux in the core . 
2 . There is no initial charge on the capacitor . 
) . The circuit involved is energized by a s inusoidal voltage 
applied at the instant it pas ses through zero . 
An idealized s aturation curve is also assumed to facilitate the 
analysis . 
The authors discus s two of these assumptions to a certain extent . 
The existenc e of res id�al flux in the core is stated to have an effect 
on the length of time the sustained overvoltages require to reach their 
final level . The moment 6f applied voltage has the same effect , 
according to these authors , who state that for switching time s  other 
than voltage zero , the capacitor voltage will remain constant for an 
indefirli te nuraber of cycles of applied voltage . Nothing is said about 
the existence of another mode of voltage due to the instant of 
switching , which seems strange compared to informatio� presented by 
others . Young ,  Schmid , and Fergestad instead report ins tances of a 
high frequer1cy transient oYervol tage existing on their equipment . The 
author ' s  explanation of this transient is not particularly clea r .  
S.  Q .  Turley states that trapped charge i s  responsible for a 
subhannonic condition which may be possible· on ferroresonant c ircuits . 18 
An overvoltage may exist across the inductive component due to this 
condition. The frequency of this overvoltage is . noted to be lower 
than that of the applied voltage . Subharmonic responses in a nonlinear 
R-L-C circuit are discus s ed more diligently elsewhere . 20 
Remedial Measures 
Field and laboratory te sts , as weli as transient network analyzer 
studies indicate that several measures are effective in the reductio n  
and/or elimination o f  ferroresonant overvoltages .  Most o f  the solutions 
pres ented in the literature are relatively uncomplicate d .  N o  s ingle 
measure represents a perfect solution , however , since the desirable 
eff eots from a f erroresonant viewpoint are usually accompanied by 
disadvantages from o ther viewpoints , 
Three-phas e  switching is considered an effective method of c ontrol-
ling fcrroresonance , provided that all three-phases ar e �nergized or 
· de-energized at e�sentially the same ins tant . This is logical since the 
R-L-C circuit needed to devdlop overvolt�ges is avoided by s j.multaneous 
pole operation . However , equipment cost places restrictions on thi s  
measure as  far as distribution circuits are concerned. Hopkinson s tates 
that all three phases must be switched within one-half cycle of funda­
mental frequency in order to avoid ferroresonant ovei-Voltages , although 
it is not apparent how he arrivas at the half-cycle restriction .
10 
This limitation undoubtedly d�es severely increas e the price of needed 
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switchgear , Furthermore , three-phase switching would. not eliminate the 
problem completely ,  since the possibility of conductor breakage or 
blown fuses always exis ts . 
The s erie$ R-L-C circuit ean also ba avoided by using grounded wya 
transformer primary cor..nections . In mo st cases , the presence of a 
grounded neutral point .. shorts out" all or most of the capacitance in 
ferroresonant circuits . For long overhead lines however , the use of 
grounded wye transformer primaries is not a guarantee against ferro-
resonant overvoltages . Crann and Flickinger report an overvoltag e  of . 
140 percent of normal peak voltage obtained during test conditions on 
9 miles of open-circuited overhead line connected to a grounded wye-'WjTe 
14.4/24 .9  KV ,  ?5 �'VA transformer bank. A ferroresonant R-L-C circuit 
was established between the line-to-line capacitance of the over-head 
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conductors and the magnetizing roactance of the open circuit transformer. 
In cable circuits the line-to-line capacitance is negligible , and 
ferroresonant overvoltages can in general be avoided by conr.ecting the 
' 
transfor�er primary grounded wye . 
Ths haphazard grounding of wye-connected transformer primaries for 
the purpose of avoiding ferroresonance may introduce new problems , 
however.  The use of a grounded wye-delta transformer bank has generally 
been avo ided in the past . During a line-to-ground fault this connection 
acts as a grounding bank under system ground faults , and poss ible 
transformer damage can result. 10 Hopkinson states th�t this difficulty 
can be avoided where a large number of wye-delta banks are used. By 
grounding the neutrals of all banks , the grounding bank problem will be 
s hared to such an extent that no one bank will seriously overheat . 
The use of grounded wye-wye transformers may also pre sent some 
disadvantages such as transformer tank heating due to load unbalance 
in three-phase transformers with three-legged cores . Van Wormer points 
out that at s�aller s izes , transformers can be made with four- or five­
legged cores to alleviate tank heating . For larger transformer sizes 
where cost may be prohibitive to core manufacture , Van Wormer sugges ts 
the use of a low resistance metallic liner just inside the transformer 
tank , thereby r educing the r2R losses to a minimum. 
The use of open-wye/open-delta connected transformers has proven 
to be a generally f errore so nant-free practice . A disadvantage lies in 
the fact that the KVA bank rating of this connection is only 86 . 6  
percent o f  the two trans formers making up the bank . 
Many of the ferroresonant disturbances caused by switching opera­
tions can be avoided by switching proc edure , provided that switches are 
located at the tran s fo�er . 1
4 
Van Wormer suggests that for a c able­
connected transformer , the c able should be initially energi zed alone 
by c lo s ing a s et of disconnect switches . Then the transformer s ho uld 
be energi�ed by closing a s eco nd set of disconnect switc hes at the 
transformer location . This switching order prevents a series R-L-C 
connection . Van Wormer goes o n  to say that the fuses at the trans former 
should be s elec ted to clear transformer anrl secondary faults , while a 
second set of fuses situated at the source end of the _cable s hould 
respond orily to primary cable faults � A condition favorable to ferro­
resonance can be avoided by fuse coordination of this nature . 
J8 
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Almost all of the field and laboratory tests and TNA studies have 
included obs ervations of trans former secondary loading as a ferro�eso-
nant overvoltage control measur e . The res istive load , which i s  connected 
to the transformer s econdary before switching , is reflected back into 
the primary c ircuit , and provides a damping effect on the ferro non-
linear osc illations .  S econdary loading is unanimously reported to be 
effective , but the question of how much load to be used in a particular 
situation c auses disagreement , as mentioned in a previous c h�pter . 
Hopkinson presents a formula to calculate secondary res istanc e per phase 
needed to prevent ferroresonant overvoltages ,  according to the results 
of his TNA studies . 9 , lO The formula , manipulated to give secondal7 
load in tern1s of percent rated current is 
where 
� I =
I
/ % R R � 
Iex� is transformer percent exciting current . 
R is the se condary res istance per phas e .  
X is the t�ans former magnetizing reactanc e .  m 
( 4-6 )  
. The r�tio R/Xm in _ Eq .  ( 4-6 ) is presented by Hopkinson as data , shown 
plotted against Xco/Xm• C alculated secondary load values pre sented in 
table form by Hopkinson for one and two miles of cable and for s everal 
transformer s izes indicate that seco ndary load requirements may fall 
Within the range of 1 to 60 perc ent of full load. 
Young ,  S chmid , and Fergastad investigated the effects of res istive 
12 secondary loading up to 4 perc ent of the tra nsformer rating . They 
concluded that � econdary loads reduced the probability of obtaining 
both transient and sus tained overvoltages . However , . the suRtained 
overvoltages ,  when they did occur , h�d the same magnitudes as those 
appearing during no load. 
The use of secondary resistance loading involves a definite co s t  
disadvantage i n  terms of energy consumption. This cost could be signi� 
ficant if a lar ge nUMber of transformers were involved . For this 
reason utility companies might not be enthusiastic towards secondary 
loading as a remedial measure . 
The use of neutral re s istors is also reported as a successful 
remedial me asure . Hopkinson concluded as a result of his TNA study 
that the neutral resistor value should not exceed 0 . 05 Xm with no load 
on the seco ndary ,  if ferroresonant overvoltage s are to be avo ided. lo 
In equation form , the neutral re sistor value RN is presented as 
where 
2 
RN 
= 5000 KV 
Iexc � KVA 
Iexc iD tran�former exciting current . 
KV is rated transformer voltage . 
KVA is rated transformer kilovolt-ampere s .  
Additional studies wer�e also performed to determine the minimum value 
to be permitted du�ing unbal anced load co nditions . Hopkinson made his 
tests on the basis of a line·-to- ground fault at the transformer bank 
prilnary terminal . Neutral resis tor values were determined for several 
transformer bank s izes and voltage �atings . With a r�ga ot resistor 
V'alues to choose from ( between minimum and maximum values ) ,  further 
analysis was made to determine the correct re sistor 7alue based on 
40 
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minimum power los s . Hopkinson reported that minim.um power· los s  required 
a resistor of as large an ohmic value as possible . 
Crann and Flickinger report the successful us e of neutral resistors 
during their field tests of 1952-5J .
8 
Three times normal peak voltage 
was measured on an open phase on a floating wye-delta bank . A neutral 
resis tor or 60 , 000 ohms prevented the overvoltages from occurring . With 
a neutral resistor or J5 , 000 ohms , transients as high as twice normal 
peak voltage were obtained for durations up to 10 cycles . However , the 
steady-state overvolt�ge is reported to have been completely suppressed , 
with only 10 percent of normal peak voltage measured on the open phase .  
One obvious disadvantage of the use of neutral resistors i s  that 
they cannot be used with a delta transformer primary connection . 
Other measures that have been attempted in an effort to reduce 
ferroresonant overvoltages have been largely unsuccessful . Among these 
are the use of shunt reactors to neutralize circuit capacitance ,
7 
and the 
use of shunt capacito�s to 0 swamp" it out.
11 
It appears , therefore , that 
. from among the solutions discussed in literature , the use of grounded-wye 
transformer primaries is 'the most  desirable in preventing the occurrence 
of ferroresonant 
·
overvoltages , although they may be undesirable in other 
respects . 
CHAPTER V 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS QI<, A SPECIFIC · FERRORESONANT CIRCUIT 
The involved mathematics which accompany an analysis of a nor..linecir 
circuit immediately suggest the use of a. digital computer. As part of 
this thesis pro ject ,  a compute� program was written to analyze the 
circuit of Fig . 5-1 from a ferroresonant viewpoint. More specifically . 
the program was written to solve the circuit by using the dis tributed 
parameter equations for a long transmission line . As presented by 
21 Stevenson , these long line equations are 
( 5-1) 
and 
( 5-2 ) 
where Vs in Eq .  ( 5-1 ) is sending end voltage , and Is �n Eq . ( 5-2 ) is 
sending end current. The voltage Vn is the receiving end voltage ,  IR 
is the receiving end current , Zc is the characteristic impedance of the 
line , y is the propagation constant of the line , and x is the length of 
the line . 
The diagram shown in Fig . 5-1 represents a circuit consisting of an 
ungrounded wye connected transformer bank connected to a length of 
undergrol.lnd cable . Only one phase is energized , as is indicated 
by the voltage sovrce Vsl • which represents one phase o
f a grounded­
wye ·supply. The line-to-ground capacitance , along wi�h the series 
impedance , is shown as � distr ibuted parameter . Of main import
ance 
Will be the voltages acro a s  the transformers VA and VB • the voltage Vs2 
T ,  T T 
Vsl - - -
IR2 
VR2 T + 1=' 
1 
Fig . 5-1 . The circuit used for computer analys is of ferroresonance .  
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exis ting at the terminal of transformer A to ground ; and the voltage VR2 
existing on the transformer side of the open switch. I t  should be noted 
tha t although two open phas es exist in the c ircuit of Fig . 5-1 the same 
conditions exist on both , and therefore a description of only one phase 
is sufficient . 
An analysis of any circuit necessarily b�gi..�s with the c ircuit 
parameters .  S ince the program was written , for the mos t part , to analyze 
a general c ircuit , provisio ns have been made in the program for mos t  of 
the circuit information to be supplied to the computer as input data . 
Input data includes transformer KV and KVA , transformer saturation curve 
values , sourc e voltage , and s everal cable parameters . C able res istance 
per unit length , induc tance per unit length , insulation dielec tric con­
s tant , the cable diameter to the outside edge of the insulatio n ,  and 
the diameter of the inner conduc tor are used to calculate z ,  the seri e s  
impedance per unit length , and y ,  the shunt admittance per unit length . 
These va.lue s are then , used to calculate Zc , the characteris tic impedanc e ,  
which is 
Zc = lz/y ( 5-J
) 
and 'Y ,  the propagation cons tant , which is 
Y = lz • Y ( 5-4)  
The series impedance is easily set equal to the combinatio n  of the 
resistance and the induc tive reactance components .  The capac itance 
of the cable is c al culated within the program according to 
C = 7 . 36  x lo-9 • K 
loglO D/d ( 5-5) 
where C is the capacitance . in farads per 1000 feet of cable , K is the 
dielectric constant of the insulation , D is the diameter of the cable 
and insulation ,  and d is the diameter of the conductor · only. 22 The 
shunt admittance of the cable is set equal to the combination of the 
shunt conductance , which will be considered negligible , and the capaci­
tive susceptance component . 
Transformer saturation curve values cf cw:-rent and . voltage enable 
transformer voltag�s to be calculated for a given value of current through 
the tran�former . The current in transformer B in Fig • .5-1 will be twice 
that in transformer A. The program is written so that a voltage across 
a transformer �1 be calculated if the considered current magnitude is 
greater than the smallest curve current value. If the considered current 
value is bracketed by two curve current values , the voltage will be found 
by a l inear interpolation technique . If the current magnitude is larger 
than the largest curve current value , a method of extrapolation is used 
to extend the curve . Th� curve extension by this method is a s traight 
line , which passes through the fourteenth and fifteenth coordinat�s of 
the curve , the last two values . The effect of this assumption on the 
results will be discussed later . 
The ma jor pUl}>OSe of the program is to arrive at a solution for the 
circuit to see if ovarvoltages do exist. In effect ,  this involves  
arriving at an appropriate value of  current, along with an associated 
phase angle with the sourc.e voltage considered as a reference . This 
value of current can be c hecked for " correctness" by an analys is of 
certain voltages exis ting on the circuit. 
If the correct value o.f current existing in the transformer ws.s 
known , the voltages acro s s  the transformers could be calculate d , as 
related earlier . Two assumptions conc erning the phase angle of these 
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voltages mus t be made at this point bec ause of lack of sufficient trans-
former tes t  informatio n .  The currents through bo th transforMers are 
assumed to be 1n phase , as are the voltages acro s s  each transformer . 
S econdly , the current and voltage in each transformer are assumed to 
have a cons tant angular displacement , and , as an approximation ,  the 
voltage acro s s  each transformer is said to lead its current by 80 degrees . 
This as sumption allows the magnitude of the voltage acros s  both trans-
formers to be expres sed as the sum of the voltages across transformers A 
and B. The total transformer voltage , VR , may be expres s ed as a complex 
number , sinc e its angle is known . The voltage VRl ·can be found by 
solving Eq .  ( 5-1)  for VR , the receiving end voltage . The sending end 
. 
voltage . v5 , in the resulting equation will be Vs1 shown in Fig .  ( 5-1) , 
and the receiving end current IR will be equal to twice Is2 • the current 
through transformer B. As a next step , the voltage Vs2 •  existing on the 
terminal of transformer A ,  c an be found by 
( 5-6 )  
The voltage exis ting on the transformer s ide of the open switch ,  VR2 •  can 
be found by the use of Eq .  ( 5-2) .  S inc e IR2 , the re�e iving end current 
at· the open switc h is zero , the equation for VR2 becomes 
v = 2 Is2 Zc R2 
elX - e- yx ( 5-7) 
As a check on the value of ·c urrent used throughout ,  the value of 
voltage Vs2 could be calculated again using Eq. ( 5-1). Sinc e IR2 is 
. 2iero , this equation reduces to 
( 5-8) 
If the correc� value of current , which includes both magnitude and 
angle , was used ,  the values of v52 calculated by Eq .  ( 5-6 ) and Eq .  ( 5-8 ) 
will be equal. 
Theoretically , a current value should exist which will act as a 
solution to the circuit in the manner presented above. The search for 
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this solution is complicated by the fact that two variables are involved , 
the magnitude and the phase angle . Therefore , an iterative type approach 
to the problem is suggested . A Gauss-Siedel iter�tion technique was 
employed in the program to converge upon a solution.  Two voltage 
difference equations were used as a basis for the iteration method. 
Minimization of the error. volt.age between Vsz .  as calculated by Eq . ( 5-6) , 
and Vs2 • as calc ulat-ed by Eq . ( .5-8 ) was desired . This error voltage , W ,  
in equation form is 
w = 2Vs1 
e Yx -t· e-yX. 
The . ert·or vol ts.ge w was brokan down into its real and imaginary components. 
Thes e  compon�nts were obtained as func tions of re2l and imaginary com­
ponent:-; of the currel'1t in trnns!ormer A. The real part of W • when s et 
equal to zero , · can be solved for the imaginary current c�mponent. T
his 
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. gives ona of the equations used in the iterative · pro.cess . A s econd 
equation was obtained by setting the imaginary part of W equal to zero , 
and solving for the real pai-t of the current. Sinc e the imaginary current 
is expressed in terms of the real part of the current , and the real 
current is e)CJ>res sed in terms of the imaginary current , the cho ice of a 
Gaus s-Siedel type iterative method was logical . 
Shown in F ig e  5-2 is a simplified flow diagram of the computer 
program. The program itself is given in Appendix 2. The iterative 
section of the prc grruu begins with initial values of current components 
that are read into · the computer as data • . The magnitude of current and 
the angle s on current and transformer voltage are c alculated . The 
transformer voltages are found using the current magnitude and tho 
saturation curve . A new value of imaginary current is then calculated 
using the as sumed value of the real current component . This new value 
of imaginary current is in turn used to calculate a new value of real 
current .  The process
.
returns to the beginning of the iterative process , 
and current magnitude and transformer voltages are re-calculated . N ew 
values o f  real and imagina1-y components of current are again c alculated. 
This process is repea ted until coznponents of current are found to con­
verge . Starting on the s econd iteration , the current value s are tested 
for conve1•gence . If the absolute value of the cliff erences between the 
nth a.nd n-1 iterative values of both real and imaginary components re-
duces to 0 . 0001 or less , the iterative process stops . Transformer 
Voltages are calculated once more using the las t current value � 
The two 
Values of vM� are calculated , along with vR2 , the voltage on the open ::;, 
START 
M = O 
· KT = 0 
CALCULATE 
Z , 
Y ,  
zc 
MY ;  0 
Fig. 5-2. Flow diagram of computer program. 
CALCULATE 
AMIS2, 
BETA , 
ALPHA 
CALCULATE 
VAMAG , 
VBMAG , 
VRMAG. 
CALCULATE 
UIS (M) 
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CALCULATE 
UDIF 
CALCULATE 
RIS (!1) 
CALCULA TE 
RDIF 
Fig. 5-2 ( Continued)  
RIS ,2 = RIS (M) 
UIS2 = UlS (H) 
K T  = K T  + 1 
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-
MY =  1 
MY = l 
Fig. 5-2 ( Co�tinued) 
CALC ULATE 
VR ,  AIS 2 
VA , VB 
CALCULATE 
VRl 
AISl 
VR2 
CALC ULATE 
VS21 
VS 22 
w 
.51 
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switch ,  and Isl • the. current �t the sourc e .  
The fac t that the program did converge to a solution for cable 
lengths of 200 and 500 feet indicates that the theory behind the program 
is ess entially sound . The results of the program, which will be 
pres ented in the next chapter , are certainly affec�ed by the s everal . 
assumptions and approximations necessary. The program could be improved 
considerably , e spec ially if more definite knowledge was available 
concerning phase rels.tions hips between saturatio n curve values . 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A computer solution was suc cessfully run for two different cable 
lengths connected to n.n unloaded , three-phase transformer bank . Each 
transform9r of the bank was rat.E:d at 7200 volts and 25 KVA . The trans­
former exciting current was assumed to be 2� at no lo ad , meaning that 
O . o694 amperes on the ow:'Ve corresponds to a value of 7200 volts . The 
cable involved is a 15 KV ,  single conduc tor number 2 solid �lu.minum 
underground cable , wi th a ful1 size concentric wire neutral . The cable 
data used in the program is as follows a 
Resistance--0 . Jll ohms per 1000 feet 
Induct!lnce--o . o  
Dielec tric Constant--2 . J  
Diameter over conductor--0 . 258 inches 
Diameter over insulation--0 . 65 inches 
Fig . ( 6-1 ) showS a part 0£ the computer print-out of the s olution 
to the circuit of 500 feet of cable . Value s are given for the series 
impedance , shunt admittance , and characteristic impedance per 1000 fee t 
of c able . These values do not change with a change in cable length. The 
sourc e voltage was read in as 7200 + jO. O volts . -
For 500 feet of c able , the program conv�rged to a solution o n  the 
36th iteration. At thi s point the absolute value of the differenc e  
between the nth and n-1 imaginary current values had reduced to 7 . 748 x 
10-6 amperes . The difference of the real currents had reduced to 8 . 29 x 
10- 5  amperes . Both of these values are less than the r
equirement for 
I 
FERRORESON.ANCE COMPUTER S TUDY BASED ON DIS TRIBUTED LINE CONSTANTS 
'IRANSFORMER KV EQUALS 7 . 20 
TRANSFOfu\fER �A EQUALS 25 . 00 
RA'rED CURRENT EQUALS 3 . 1i722 AMPS 
THE SERIES IMPEDANCE OF THE CABLE EQUALS J . llE-01 & J O . O Ofil1S PER 1000 FEET 
'fHE S HUNT ADMITTANCE OF THE CABLE EQUALS O . O  & J l . 589E-05 ¥iliOS PER lOOO ·FEET 
THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF THE CABLE EQUALS 9 . 891E 01 & J -9 . 891E 01 OHMS 
THE LENGTH OF THE CABLE IS 500 . 0  FEET 
Fig . 6-1 . Transformer and cable data print-out for the computer solution of the circuit shown 
in Fig . 5-1. 
'$-
convergence in the program. The magnitude of Is2 equals 0 . 2284 amperes 
or 6 . 577 percent rated current on this iteration , and beta , the angle 
on the current , equals 1 . 6453 radians , or 94. 3 degrees . Alpha , the 
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angle on the transformer voltages , equals 3 . 0421 radians . The :rr..agnitudes 
of transformer voltages corresponding to this excitlng current are 
9354. 5 volts and 12 , 209 -volts on transformers A and B ,  respectiv�ly.. As 
shown in Fig. 6-2 , � component parts of the two values of v82 �re 
nearly equ al in magni tude , although a sign difference doe s  exist  between 
the imaginary components of the two values . The reason for the sign 
difference is not apparent. A magnitude of 28 , 737 volts has been c�lcu-
lated for VR2 •  The value of Isl • the current at the source is also given 
in Fig . 6-2 . 
For 200 feet of cable , the conditions for convergence were met 
after only 22 iterations . The absolute value of the difference be tween 
the nth and the n-1 imaginary current values had red'.l�ed to 7 . 56 x lo"-6 
amperes . The dif ference of the real currents had reduced to ? . 67 x 10-5 
' 
amperes . The magnitude of I,s 2 on this. iteration equals O .  0723 a�peres 
or 2 . 08 perc ent rated current , and beta , the angle on the current is 
1. 642 rad:: ans , o!· 9L!, degrees . Alpha , the angle on the transformer 
voltages equals J . OJf3 radians . The magnitudes of transformer voltages 
corresponding to this t::xciti.ng current are 7250 . volts and 8J06 . 7  volts 
on tr·ansformers A and B ,  respec tively.  The two values of V S2 are 
22 , 674 - j 1601+ . l� vol ts as calculated by Eq . ( 5-6 ) , and 22 , 672 + j 1620 . 8  
( 5-8 ,  A b f re there exists a s ign vol ts c.s calculated by Eq . · J • s e . o , • 
difference be tween the irr.aginary components . A magnitude of 22 , 730 
V I� real and imaginary form this is Vol ts has been · ce.lctila ted for R2 • H 
THE r-t.4.GNITUDE OF VR2 IS EQUAL TO 2.  87J7E 04 VOLTS 
IN REAL Al'lD IMAGINARY FORM , VR2 = 2 . 8656E 04 & J 2. 1505E OJ VOLTS 
VA , THE VOLTAGE ACROSS TRANSFOIU1ER A ,  EQUALS-9 . J082E OJ & J 9. 295JE 02 VOLTS 
VB , THE VOLTAGE ACROSS 'IRANSFORMER B ,  EQUALS-l . 2149E 04 & J l . 21)2E 0) VOLTS 
VS2 , CALCULATED BY KIRCHHOFFS LAW, EQUALS 2. 8657E 04 & J -2. 1428E 03 VOLT.� 
VS2 ,  CALCULATED BY LINE FORMULAS , EQUALS 2. 8656E 04 & J 2. 1505E OJ VOLTS 
THE CURRENT AT THE SOL1RCE IS -J .42E-02 & J 5. 13E-Ol AMPS 
. Ftg .  6-2 . Voltage and current output for the computer solution of the circuit shown in 
Fig . 5-1 for 500 feet of cable . 
� -
22 , 672 + j 1620 . 8  volts . The current at the source is -0 . 01 03 + j 0 . 167 
amperes , Qr 4. 819 percent i•ated transformer current. 
The voltages calculated !or both cable lengths appear to be high. 
A large part of the blame for this can certainly be placed on the 
transformer saturation curve approximations incorporated into the pro­
gram. For current values above the last curve current ·v alue , the ourve 
has to be extended . As stated in Chapter V ,  the extens ion is a s traight 
line passing through the fourteenth and fifteenth curve coordinates , 
5? 
which are the last two points on the curve. Voltages are then calculated 
accor·ding to the . formula for a straight line , 
y = mx + b  ( 6-1 ) 
where y is the transformer voltage , m is the slope o f  the line , x is the 
current value , and b is the y-intercept voltage value . For currents only 
slightly above the last curve current value , the nppr�ximation is accu-
rate . For larger currents , however , the saturation curve should be re-
presented by a near· horizontal line , and the voltage across the trans -
former would tend to approach a constant value for increasing current 
values . 
The curve current values used in the program ranged from o . oo6 
ampsres at 900 volts to 0 . 108 amperes at 7?50 volts . For the 200 
foot cable solution , the current through transformer B , equal to 
twic e  152 , was 0. 1445 amperes . This value is considerably larger than 
0 . 108 amperes , and it is very conceivable that the vo_ltage of 8Jo6 volts 
across  this transfornier is unrealistic. For the 500 foot cable solution ,  
the c1u�rent i n  both transformers at the iteratio� o f  convergence is on 
the extended pa.rt of the curve . The current in transformer A ,  equal 
to Is2 ' is 0 . 2284 amperes or 6 . 57 percent rated current , and therefore 
the current in transformer B is 0 . 4..567 amperes or lJ . 15 percent rated 
current . Logically , by the time a value of 6 percent has been reached 
on the curve s further increase in current will result only in a small 
voltage increase . However , the �alculations show that the magnitude 
of VB is nearly 3000 volts larger thal'_l the magnit.ude of VA• Solution 
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of the program for longer c able lengths would probably at�ain convergence 
at larger currents , and s till more unrealistic voltages would develop . 
The saturation curve problem could be avoided by placing enough 
curve value s  into the computer until the slope of the AxtensJ.on is very 
small . This was not done at the time the program was written because 
the large c urrent magnitudes were not anticipated . Furthermore , satur·a-
tion curves for specific transformers are not i•eadily available , and cs 
a result the shape of the curve used was also approximate . The approxi-. 
mation of angular refationships between saturation curve voltages and 
currents may account for other discrepancies in the results . 
The results show that overvoltages do exist on the c ircuit , although 
pro gram improveinents wi.11 reduce the magnitudes of the overvol tage s to 
.more realis tic results . Hopkinson states that transformer winding 
voltages should be llmited to 110 percent of rating to avoid exc essive 
core heating , and also that transformer terminal to ground voltages 
should be limited to 125 percent of normal to avoid lightning arrester 
f�ilure for effec tively grounded systems . 9  Program results thus far 
indicate that these percentages will be exceeded even with program 
improvements . 'The type of approac h us ed in the pro gram gives more proof 
to support an already well-known fact , that ferroresonance is very 
difficult to analyze mathematically. 
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APPENDIX 1 
64 
H. A . Peterson briefly describes a Transient Network Analyzer in 
C hapter l of Transients in Power �ystems . The TNA described by this 
author and that use d  by hims elf" , Clarke , and Light were probably very 
similar , if not identical . The TNA used by Auer and S chultz , 7 and the 
one used by Hopkinson
9 , lO 
were probably also basically similar to ·the 
one described by Peterson . As an aid to better understanding of the 
TNA tests performed , Peterson' s component by component des c.ription of a 
Transient Network Analyzer will be repeated here . The TNA consists of : 
1. Tapped inductive reactors for s imulating transformer , generator , 
or other lumped reactances . 
2 .  Capacitors of suitable sizes for simulating the c apacitance of 
transmission lines , cables , or capacitor banks . 
J.  Resistors of suitable ohmic range t� simulate resistance loads , 
losses in transmiss ion lines , or losses of other kinds . 
4. Artificial transmis sion line units , for s imulating transmission 
line behavior under transient conditions . 
5. Single:-phas e l a  1 turn rati o tran.sformers having special 
saturation characteris tics to simulate those of large power transformers .  
6 . A three-phase 60 cycle , 110 volt sine wave variable-speed 
generator for energizing the miniature system. 
7.  Various recurring synchronous switches ( bo th - electronic and 
mechanical ) for performing the des ired switching operations in the 
miniature sys tems . 
8 .  A cathode-ray o s cillograph for observing the transient vol tages 
and currents resulting from an impo sed fault or switching condition . 
9.  A means for pho to graphing the trace appearing on the cathode-ray 
oscillograph s creen when a permanent record is des ired . 
10. Two ground-fault neutralizer coils designed to have per-unit 
saturation charac teris tic s closely duplicating thos e of large full-voltage 
units . 
11. Miniature Thyrite arresters . These are small wafers of Thyri te 
material about 5/8 inc h  in diameter_ which c an be s tacked i� a variety 
of combinations so that it is possible to s imulate an arres ter of 
almo s t  any voltage r£ting . 
APPENDIX 2 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF A SPECIFIC FERROSONANT CIRCUIT 
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